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“Success is the ability to go from one failure to another with no loss of enthusiasm”
								William Shakespeare
It is indeed an ecstasy to see contribution of the distinguished editors and authors to the “Software
Engineering: An International Journal (SEIJ)”. This is the first footstep forwarded by Software Engineering
Department of Delhi Technological University towards the launch of International Journal on Software
Engineering. The Department runs graduate, post graduate and Ph.D programs in Software Engineering
and is committed towards research and innovations. The main dictum is to focus on social needs requiring
further research. Thus we have accentuated some promising fields of Software Engineering that may
reshape the IT industry in twenty first century.
Cost reduction along with maintaining quality has been the primary hub of the software industry. To
come up with “cheaper, faster, secure” software it has been a necessity to meticulously deal with software
requirements, quality, metrics, testing, security issues which needs designing software methodologies to
achieve this. Software industry deals with the cost reduction problem but our journal has laid down many
branches how to overcome those problems. This journal covers all those papers which research on cost
reduction process, quality aspect, testing technologies and methodologies used to achieve these. It is
expected that this special Journal edition will be beneficial for software engineers. It will not only benefit
industry professionals but also provide a platform for students & academicians to enrich their knowledge
base about the latest developments in the fields of software engineering.
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the Editorial Team who has given their best
knowledge and support to extract the best papers and moreover due to them our Journal has reached the
zenith.
I extend my best wishes to all the readers.
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